


Mr. Ingersoll’s Classes joshua.ingersoll@gobethany.com

All Classes: If any students are struggling with any
work, please remember that I offer after-school

tutoring every day until 3:30. If any parents are in
need of partnership hours and are willing to help out
with grading, please get in touch with me. Any help

with this would be greatly appreciated.

Bible: The memory verse for this coming week is Romans
4:3. This week, we will work through lessons 16-20

Math 1: This coming week we will be going through
lessons 26-30.

Math 2: This coming week we will be going through
lessons 22-25, then there will be a test about lessons 1-20
on Friday.

Math 3: This coming week we will be going through
lessons 22-25, then there will be a test about lessons 1-20
on Friday.
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6th Grade Science: On Tuesday, there will be one last chance to do corrections on the lesson reviews
and the test from Friday. Then we’ll start going over lesson 3.

7th/8th Grade Science: On Tuesday, there will be one last chance to do corrections on the lesson
reviews. Then there will be a quiz on lesson 3 on Friday.

Ms. Cindy’s Sixth grade homeroom/MS English/ Music appreciation
cindy.ulloa@gobethany.com

Homeroom: Our chapel takeover went extremely well! They did an amazing job! Next week I will be
out all week so they will have a sub. They will be working on the One in Christ book. Their unit 2 test
will be on Tuesday 10/18.

This week’s bible verse is Zechariah 7: 9-10. They will be tested on it on Friday by the sub.

English 6: Since I will be out, students will be working on their spelling and vocab more intently than
other weeks. We will still have the same homework as always and they will also be working on Khan
academy to practice sentence structure. The spelling words will be a lot easier this week due to us
practicing the spelling bee words.

Monday they will have a spelling word map to accompany their spelling/vocabulary terms and it will
always be due on Tuesday. Tuesdays we will be creating study index cards for them to study off of
throughout the week. Thursdays they will be assigned a write 5x to help for our spelling test on Friday.
Reading logs will be due every Friday

spelling/ vocab words: fathom, admire, trite, gravel, tweak, script, guilty, aloof, fervor, fluke,
subject, trickle, faith, urban, meager, smuggle, sorrow

English 7: Since I will be out, students will be working on their spelling and vocab more intently
than other weeks. We will still have the same homework as always and they will also be working on
Khan academy to practice sentence structure. The spelling words will be a lot easier this week due to us
practicing the spelling bee words.

Monday they will have a spelling word map to accompany their spelling/vocabulary terms and it will
always be due on Tuesday. Tuesdays we will be creating study index cards for them to study off of
throughout the week. Thursdays they will be assigned a write 5x to help for our spelling test on Friday.
Reading logs will be due every Friday

spelling/ vocab words: fathom, admire, trite, gravel, tweak, script, guilty, aloof, fervor, fluke,
subject, trickle, faith, urban, meager, smuggle, sorrow
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English 8: Since I will be out, students will be working on their spelling and vocab more intently
than other weeks. We will still have the same homework as always and they will also be working on
Khan academy to practice sentence structure. The spelling words will be a lot easier this week due to us
practicing the spelling bee words.

Monday they will have a spelling word map to accompany their spelling/vocabulary terms and it will
always be due on Tuesday. Tuesdays we will be creating study index cards for them to study off of
throughout the week. Thursdays they will be assigned a write 5x to help for our spelling test on Friday.
Reading logs will be due every Friday

spelling/ vocab words: fathom, admire, trite, gravel, tweak, script, guilty, aloof, fervor, fluke,
subject, trickle, faith, urban, meager, smuggle, sorrow

Music Appreciation: We started our work song through blues Unit but while I am out they will
be working on a presentation in class. Their presentation is based on themselves and their relationship
with music and songs they grew up with.

- Spanish ClassesLesley Cortes

lesley.cortes@gobethany.com

10/14/2022

6th, 7th and 8th Grades

*This week the students had an exam in two parts: alphabet and numbers.

*On Monday, October 17, students will have another quiz on school vocabulary.

*Every student received the tools to practice, study and be prepared for these exams, with the
exception of those who did not attend classes during the week. In any case, in each class we have
done reviews and activities about it, so in any case they should be prepared to take an exam.

*Students who couldn't take Thursday's test yet have the opportunity to take it on Monday, along with
the vocabulary test.

Thank you!
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Mrs. Abbate’s MS History tina.abbate@gobethany.com

Week Of October 17th through October 21st

6th Grade: This week we are working on Module 8 (We will return to Module 7 next week) This
module will be teaching us all about Ancient Greece.

Homework for the week: Any Lesson Assessment Questions not completed in class become
homework

Monday: Lesson 1 Vocabulary and Definitions, Lesson Assessment Questions (1, 2a, 3a)

Tuesday: Lesson 2 Vocabulary and Definitions, Lesson Assessment Questions (1a, 2a, 3)

Wednesday: Quiz Lesson 1 and 2, Lesson 3 Vocabulary and Definitions,
Worksheet-Complete in Class

Thursday: Lesson 4 Vocabulary and Definitions, Lesson Assessment Questions (1a, 2a, 3a)

Friday: Greek Mythology and Mythology Exercise

7th/8th Grade: This week we will be continuing Module 7 and move to Module 8 at the end of
the week . This module will be teaching us all about our early Presidents.

Homework for the week: Any Lesson Assessment Questions not completed in class become
homework

Monday: Lesson 5 , Vocabulary and Definitions, Lesson Assessment Questions (1a, 1b, 2a,
3a)

Tuesday: Review Lesson 3, 4, and 5 Vocabulary for Test

Wednesday: Test Review for Module 7

Thursday: Module 7 Test

Friday: Module 8 Lesson 1 Worksheet, Vocabulary and Definitions

Coach Kay’s Technology Class kayla.blair@gobethany.com

This week students worked on photo collages on their favorite state and a 250 word statement.
It was awesome to see all of the students' favorite places!

Next week, we will take a break from the computers. Students will work as a class to recreate
a TV show intro or movie trailer. They will take the first couple of days to decide what video
they want to recreate and start assigning roles.

Homework - None
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Coach Kay’s Life Skills (Robotics) Class kayla.blair@gobethany.com

This week we watched a Ted talk video about body language and power posing. We discussed
how body language not only affects how others see us but how we feel about ourselves. We
learned that smiling, power posing & words of affirmation can help boost our confidence and
make us feel powerful even when we are anxious, nervous or afraid.

Next week, we will begin discussing our next assignment: a persuasive speech. I believe being
able to speak in front of a crowd is an important skill to have. Because of our small class sizes
and existing friendships, BLS is the perfect space for students to begin developing that skill. I
will provide them with a list of topics to choose from and we will start planning our speeches.

Homework - None

Coach. Kay’s P.E. Class kayla.blair@gobethany.com

This week, I allowed students to have a free PE period to celebrate my birthday and to thank
them for always having a great attitude in PE. We also started small soccer scrimmages. Next
week, we will continue with our soccer scrimmages.

Reminder - all middle schoolers must dress out in uniform for PE (blue, gray t-shirt | blue,
gray shorts or sweatpants). If students they would like to wear sunglasses as well, they are
more than welcome to wear them in PE

Homework - None

Art with Mrs. Johnston deborah.johnston@gobethany.com

Art 1 and 2:  The students will study the Five (line, color, shape, texture and space) Parts of Art this
semester.  So far, we have been working on line and color.  This week we will be learning about
shapes.

On Monday, the students will finish their drawings using inorganic lines. We will go over the history of
mosaics and the students will design their own mosaics using construction paper..
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